2003 chevy cruze

The Chevrolet Cruze is a compact car that has been made by the Chevrolet division of General
Motors since The nameplate has been used previously in Japan, for a version of a subcompact
hatchback car produced under a joint venture with Suzuki from to , and was based on the
Suzuki Ignis. Since , the Cruze nameplate has designated a globally developed, designed, and
manufactured four-door compact sedanâ€”complemented by a five-door hatchback body
variant in it also replaced the Chevrolet Cobalt [1] from , and a station wagon in The Cruze was
actually released earlier in to the South Korean market under the name Daewoo Lacetti Premiere
until the phasing out of the Daewoo brand in favor of Chevrolet in In Australia, the model has
been on sale since as the Holden Cruze. This new generation Cruze does not serve as a
replacement for the Suzuki-derived Japanese market predecessor. While production of the
Cruze in the United States and Mexico ended in , the car is still produced and sold in other
markets worldwide. Before the release of the global Chevrolet Cruze compact sedan in , General
Motors made use of the name "Cruze" between and in Japan. The production Cruze had
standard front-wheel drive , with all-wheel drive optional. In , GM introduced the Cruze compact
car, carrying the "J" internal designation. GM phased out production of the Cobalt and its badge
engineered counterpart, the Pontiac G5 in , just prior to the manufacturing of the Chevrolet
Cruze was to commence. The first renderings of the Cruze were revealed by GM at a press
conference on July 15, , [14] with the first official images released on August 21, It is described
as GM's most significant new vehicle introduction into North America since the Chapter 11
reorganization in , and is GM's latest attempt to build a small size car that North American
consumers would "buy because they like it â€” not simply because it is cheap". Underpinned by
the front-wheel drive GM Delta II platform , GM has confirmed the Cruze development program
occurred under a global design and engineering team. According to GM's global product
development chief Mark Reuss, the North America version Cruze is modified from the global
platform as it requires reinforcements to the engine compartment because it offers a bigger
engine than in other markets and uses torsion beam suspension. Hydraulically -assisted
electric for North American market rack and pinion steering gives for a Braking-wise, ventilated
front, and solid rear disc brakes are employed, both using piston steel calipers. Further noise
suppression through the use of a triple-layer sealing system in the doors has also been
employed. A five-door Cruze hatchback was unveiled as a concept car at the Paris Motor Show
on October 1, Cruze hatchback sales began in Europe in mid The Cruze SE 1. According to
Consumer Reports , during its first year, the Cruze scored the lowest in reliability among
compact sedans. GM announced in April that 2, Cruzes in North America would be recalled
following a report of the steering wheel breaking away from the steering column during motion.
On June 22, , GM issued a recall for , Cruzes manufactured at the Lordstown, Ohio plant, to
address a risk of engine compartment fires. The recall covered and models built from
September through May and affected vehicles sold in the United States, Canada, and Israel. GM
issued another recall on August 16, for and model Cruzesâ€”, cars built at the Lordstown
plantâ€”to address a potential loss of power brake assist, due to a faulty microswitch in the
power brake vacuum pipe assembly of Cruzes with the 1. GM stated awareness of 27 low-speed
crashes due to brake issues that might have involved this fault. On March 28, , GM halted sales
of and model Cruzes with 1. The Cruze was given a mild facelift for , unveiled at the Geneva
Motor Show. There was a new front fascia with redesigned air vents around the fog lamps, and
the grille and headlamps also received minor updates. New alloy wheels were offered, and GM's
optional MyLink entertainment system became available. This model was first sold in South
Korea , then Malaysia , then in other markets. On April 12, at the New York International Auto
Show , Chevrolet announced a refreshed model Cruze with an updated grille and a more angular
shape similar to that of the Malibu. Engines fitted to the Cruze are the 1. In , a new 2. Since late ,
Chinese market models have been available with a turbocharged 1. The Chevrolet Cruze was
launched in the Egyptian market during mid South Korean-market versions of the Cruze entered
production there in as the "Daewoo Lacetti Premiere". The sedan range consisted of the 1.
Hatchback models were introduced in available with the 1. The Chevrolet Cruze was released in
India on October 12, During , there were reports that the Cruze was to become available in
Malaysia with the 1. Specification levels comprised: Base 1. Given the model designation JG ,
the Holden Cruze was launched with the 1. Both engines are mated to the five-speed manual
transmission or optional six-speed automatic. Electronic stability control ESC , seat belt
pretensioners and six airbags were standard fitment across the range. The "CD" equipment list
comprised inch steel wheels, air conditioning , cruise control , a trip computer , power windows
and automatic headlamps. On March 18, , Holden issued a recall for 9, petrol-engined model
year Cruzes in Australia and a further in New Zealand over a faulty fuel hose. According to
Holden, some hoses on 1. Holden announced on December 22, that its Elizabeth, South
Australia production line would be split to commence local production of the Cruze sedan and

the Australian-developed hatchback. This update coincided with the release of the hatchback
body variant and saw Bluetooth telephone connectivity standard across the range. The update
included rear-parking sensors, a 7-inch touch-screen, suspension adjustments and improved
automatic gearboxes across the range along with many other new extras such as a larger 1.
Holden ended manufacturing of the Cruze at its Elizabeth plant on October 7, , replaced by the
Astra hatchback and new generation Cruze sedanâ€”both imported. European specification
variants of the Cruze are offered with 1. In mid, with the arrival of the five-door hatchback
variant, the 1. Exports from the South Korean factory began on February 24, Mexico became the
first North American country to receive the car, going on sale for the model year in late
Standard safety equipment includes electronic stability control and ten airbags, including side
rear-seat and front knee airbags not fitted on models produced in the original South Korea
facility. GM has allocated three shifts to produce the Cruze and it arrived to dealers in
September , giving all dealers time to deplete their inventories of Cobalts. Changes to the North
American-built Cruze for model year include the availability of the six-speed manual
transmission for the 1. Starting with the model year, Chevrolet offered the Cruze with the clean
diesel engine option for North America. For , the first generation Cruze continued as a fleet and
rental exclusive model in the United States, billed as Cruze Limited. The diesel model was
discontinued, but a new chrome appearance package was offered. Between and , the
first-generation Chevrolet Cruze was available in several different trim levels:. Offering identical
standard equipment as the LS described below, the base L omitted the standard front and rear
carpeted floor mats that were standard equipment on the LS, and was only offered with a
six-speed manual transmission. Options included Bluetooth for hands-free telephone calls no
streaming audio capabilities , a six-speed automatic transmission, and SiriusXM Satellite Radio.
It added the following equipment to the base LS: sixteen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, SiriusXM
Satellite Radio , cruise control, and the OnStar in-vehicle telematics system. Options included
the 1. Eco : The Eco trim level, offered between and and based on the 1LT, was geared towards
consumers who wanted a Cruze with higher fuel economy ratings. Additional options were
identical to that of the 1LT, though the Eco also offered luxury leather-trimmed seating surfaces
with dual heated front bucket seats as part of an optional package. It added additional luxury
features to the 2LT, such as: premium aluminum-alloy wheels, remote start, a six-speed
automatic transmission, and a watt premium amplified Pioneer audio system. Diesel : The
Diesel was a diesel -powered version of the 2LT trim level of the Cruze, available for and only. It
added unique seventeen-inch aluminum-alloy wheels, a six-speed automatic transmission,
remote start, and a 2. The new model was first announced for the Chinese market on the Beijing
Auto Show and went on sale in August The four-door sedan has a fastback -like sloping roofline
and a low drag coefficient of 0. Watt's link torsion beam rear suspension , first used on the Opel
Astra J , comes as standard. The car comes equipped with a 4. The second-generation Cruze
began sales in North America in early , [] delayed a year by engineering changes. This second
generation Cruze has a slightly longer length and wheelbase than the one designed for the
Chinese market, with different styling cues. It is also powered by the 1. However, only one of
their phone brands at any one time can be used. It went on sale in late as a model. Discontinued
are the Eco and Diesel trim levels at least for the time being. Higher trim levels LT and Premier
also offer features such as the "RS Sport Package", alloy wheels, remote start, keyless access
with push-button ignition, a premium sound system by Bose with external amplifier and
subwoofer, an eight-inch MyLink infotainment system with GPS navigation, a power
tilt-and-sliding sunroof, and power seats. However, only the top-of-the-line Premier trim level
offers heated leather seating surfaces, premium alloy wheels, and other luxury features. The
base L only offers a six-speed manual transmission, while the Premier, on the other end of the
spectrum, offers only a six-speed automatic transmission. The LS and LT trim levels offer either
a six-speed manual transmission, or a six-speed automatic transmission. A new diesel-powered
Cruze became available in Before launching the Chevrolet Cruze as the Holden Astra in
Australia, Holden engineers performed , kilometres of suspension and steering testing at the
Lang Lang Proving Ground south east of Melbourne, Australia , tuning for Australian roads. A
firmer more compliant ride and more responsive steering tune is the result. Other major
changes over the international model included revised front and rear bumpers, which aim to
give it a similar look to the Holden Astra Hatch. All models are powered by a 1. For , the Cruze
received a mid-cycle facelift, which made its debut in April , along with restyled versions of the
Camaro , Spark and Malibu. Changes for the Cruze for include the addition of a lower-priced LS
model for the Cruze Hatchback, the deletion of the six-speed manual transmission option all
Cruze models, including the previous manual-only L, will come equipped with an automatic
transmission , all-new third-generation MyLink Systems, and a revised RS Package for LT and
Premier models. The Cruze went on sale in November Production of the Cruze will continue in

Argentina and China. Assembly of the Chevrolet Cruze Sedan at Lordstown Assembly in
Lordstown, Ohio concluded on Wednesday, March 6, , when the last car rolled off of the
assembly line. GM turned down an offer from Cleveland automotive dealer owner Bernie Moreno
to keep the plant open and continue building the Cruze under a five-year deal, which he hoped
would be used to launch a ridesharing service featuring a fleet of Cruzes with two shifts under
Moreno's direction. Production in China ended in February , following stronger sales of the
Chevrolet Monza in that market. Unlike its Chevrolet predecessors for the U. The
second-generation Cruze "was not a particularly standout product in an extremely competitive
segment" against similar offerings from well-established and highly-attractive rivals from
Japan, Korea, and Germany such as the Honda Civic or Toyota Corolla. Chevrolet placed first,
second and third in , with Muller finishing ahead of teammates Rob Huff and Alain Menu.
Chevrolet finished 1â€”2â€”3 again in , this time, Huff becoming champion ahead of Menu and
Muller. Jason Plato won the championship for Chevrolet in and finished 3rd in For RML , the
original builders of the Cruzes, continued to compete without the support of Chevrolet. Despite
no funding from the manufacturer, the Cruze remained the car to beat, even against works
teams from Honda and Lada. RML have confirmed they will build Cruzes to the new set of WTCC
regulations for , which sees the cars increase in power and feature greater aerodynamics. RML
aim to build up to six cars. Confirmed recipients include Tom Chilton who has yet to announce
a team to run his car, Bamboo Engineering who will run two cars and Campos Racing who will
enter a car for Hugo Valente. The increase in performance of the Next Generation Touring Car
entries meant the older Super specification cars like the Cruze were now too uncompetitive to
compete for wins but were provided with their own category. Now running a 2. The car returned
to Finesse Motorsport who entered the Knockhill round of the championship with Aiden Moffat
driving. The car made its debut at Snetterton and competed at several rounds towards the end
of the season. The car has since been sold to Aiden Moffat, who will run the car with his own
team for BTC Racing acquired it and were initially included on the entry list for but the car was
not finished in time and never appeared all season. The first-generation Chevrolet Cruze
debuted in the Argentine TC in , and the second-generation in In August , Cruze sales reached
the milestone of 3 million units sold worldwide, 16 months after passing the 2 million mark. By
April , cumulative sales of cars of the Cruze name exceeded 4 million worldwide. From
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update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Not good, salesman they don't know
what there selling was basically forced to go look at the truck and when I got there the truck
didn't even have the power windows that I was told it had. I think they should learn more about
the product than a pay cheque. Quick reply. Travel restrictions due to virus temporarily put end
to my auto search for now. Will certainly contact seller later. The sales rep surprised me when
she called Quick response from Jag, who alos helped with a test drive on Sunday. Was really
informative. Was not able to come to a deal as pricing for these cars was highly variable and
Ivan their sales manager was firm on price, so I walked. Had a lot of stock on lot so was nice to
see options. The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to
me. Did not make it to dealership as we bought the other one, however dealer was very helpful
over the phone. The salesman that I met was very helpful and really was willing to make the deal
happen. Unfortunately when we went to look at the vehicle it had two dirty coffee cups and an
empty pack of smokes in it. Opened the door to a smell of an ashtray. I felt bad as he looked
embarrased that one of the other salesmen took it out for the weekend and did not have the

courtesy of cleaning up his or her mess. Go North Surrey Gm was fantastic! Super helpful,
friendly staff. No pressure to make decisions. Larry Zhao was my sales consultant, he was
genuine, fun to deal with and an all around great guy. Super relaxed, not pushy. Waqas was
amazing and such a tremendous help! He was a pleasure to deal with right from the beginning
of just inquiring on more details about the car, all the way through viewing the vehicle and then
purchasing. He went above and beyond to help make sure that this was the vehicle for me. Even
on the day of pick up, he helped my friend who drove me to pick up the car fill up her flat tire.
Thank you so much Waqas! Quick response and provided all the info I asked for via e mail. The
owner was quick to responed and new his inventory well. We talked about the car and he related
its history. I asked for photos. They did not come. I inquired again. Salesperson could not find
the car. Replies were garbled. I asked again. They would look for it. It turned out the car had
been sold some time earlier but the salespeople did not tell me this. Do they not have
computers tracking the disposition and whereabouts of their vehicles? Poor effort for the
customer and poor communication. Cohen was extremely professional and friendly and got the
job done without any hassle! The salesman tried to get me to come in and see the car, said he
could get me the car over the customer who has a deposit on it. Found the salesman to be
untrustworthy Nice people to deal with but the price they charge on used electric cars are much
too high in my opinion. The dealership seems like they have their heads in the sand on that
issue. I found a vehicle online at there dealership and came over from Vancouver Island to trade
my vehicle in for it. They paid for my trip over and return and also an oil change for the new
vehicle. I will do business again in the future and recommend them for your auto needs.
Responded in good time and forwarded info as requested. Hopefully the buying experience will
be just as good Asked for a simple price quote of the Tesla being sold and took 2 days to reply
back that I have to come into the store to sit down and discuss I believe this one was a Fake Ad
to get you to come to tell you What the Heck!!!!! Very accommodating and helpful! Mgr even
sent an email asking if there's anything else they can help me with! But they did reply quickly
and give me all the info I wanted. Dealer responded quickly to my inquiry. I didn't purchase the
car so had no further contact with the dealer. Still looking for the right ride. To replace its
middling Cobalt compact car, Chevrolet introduced the Cruze for the model year. Yes, it was still
made for those who needed a 5-passenger sedan at a budget-friendly price, but the Cruze was a
dramatic improvement over the Cobalt. It was as though Chevrolet learned overnight how to
build a competitive small car. A variety of 4-cylinder engines powered the Cruze, including a
B20 biodiesel-compatible turbodiesel. Following a minor refresh for the model year, the Cruze
fell victim to the consumer shift to SUVs. Chevrolet canceled the car, so the nameplate is no
more, but it will live on in the used car market for years. It offers an optional diesel engine,
useful technology, and refined driving dynamics. Cons: It has a bland design, uncompetitive
warranty and connected service offerings, and underwhelming power. A 5-door hatchback
joined the lineup for It added plenty of versatility, offering The second-generation Cruze
benefitted from a mild cosmetic freshening for , and then Chevy pulled the plug. Recognizing
that Americans wanted SUVs, and needing to invest in an electrified future, the company could
no longer afford to continue building a car nobody wanted. Initially, the second-generation
Cruze came only with a turbocharged 1. Starting in , a turbodiesel 1. The gas-powered Cruze
impressed with its high fuel economy of 34 mpg in combined driving, with the turbodiesel
returning slightly more, at 37 mpg. The second-generation Cruze has been recalled infrequently,
but that could change over time. CarGurus tested the Cruze in and gave it a score of 7.
Successive tests in and each resulted in a lower score of 6. That car was called the Cruze
Limited, and it gave consumers and businesses a lower-cost alternative to the redesigned
version of the car. A low-cost L trim arrived for A horsepower 1. The turbocharged engine made
more torque, resulting in more satisfying performance. Both engines were offered with a manual
or automatic transmission delivering power to the front wheels. Depending on the powertrain
combination, fuel economy ranged from 26 to 32 mpg in combined driving. In and , a turbodiesel
2. Still, good safety ratings, a generously sized trunk, a modern for its time infotainment system,
and the efficient Eco and Diesel models make the Cruze appealing. Despite its positive features,
the Chevrolet Cruze struggled to hit its stride with consumers, who after decades of mediocre
small cars from Chevy had migrated to the Honda Civic , Hyundai Elantra , Mazda Mazda3 ,
Toyota Corolla , and Volkswagen Jetta. Loyalists crossing over to crossovers may have chosen
a Chevy Trax or Equinox instead of a Cruze. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a

single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Chevrolet Cruze. Email
me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Model Generations: to 2nd Generation Chevrolet
redesigned the Cruze for , improving fuel economy and adding modern safety and infotainment
technologies. Read more. As the dissonant chords of Dieselgate still resonate throughout the
industry, most car companies have abandoned efforts toward any future diesel-powered cars.
Even after a full redesign last year for the Cruze, Chevy felt like there was still something
missing. To add some ut
73 chevelle
1999 pontiac sunfire fuel pump
2000 lincoln town car electrical problems
ility to its compact sedan, a sloping rear hatch was added to let it try and compet. Murray GM
Abbotsford. Carter GM North Shore. Chevrolet Cruze Reviews Review. The Cruze had all the
safety features we were looking for. Great value considering it had almost every available
option. Little high in miles but that is what brought the price down. Compared to the Cobalt we
traded in, even though they both came from the same assembly plant, there is a night and day
difference. Its amazing what 8 years of This car is slightly on the smaller side. The trunk space
is large. But seating wise and leg space is limited. Bot much console space or glove box
storage but it is manageable. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Vancouver BC.
Chevrolet dealers in Richmond BC. Chevrolet dealers in Burnaby BC. Chevrolet dealers in Delta
BC. Chevrolet dealers in Coquitlam BC. Chevrolet dealers in Surrey BC. Chevrolet dealers in
Langley BC. Chevrolet dealers in Nanaimo BC. Chevrolet dealers in Abbotsford BC.

